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Abstract
Theefficiencyof kesterite-based solar cells is limitedby variousnon-ideal recombinationpaths, amongst
others by ahighdensity of defect states andby thepresenceof binaryor ternary secondaryphaseswithin the
absorber layer. Pronouncedcompositional variations and secondaryphase segregation are indeed typical
featuresofnon-stoichiometric kesteritematerials.Certainly kesterite-based thinfilm solar cellswith anoff-
stoichiometric absorber layer composition, especiallyCu-poor/Zn-rich, achieved thehighest efficiencies,
but deviations fromthe stoichiometric composition lead to the formationof intrinsic point defects
(vacancies, anti-sites, and interstitials) in thekesterite-typematerial. In addition, anon-stoichiometric
composition isusually associatedwith the formationof anundesirable sidephase (secondaryphases). Thus
the correlationbetweenoff-stoichiometry and intrinsic pointdefects aswell as the identification and
quantificationof secondaryphases and compositionalfluctuations innon-stoichiometric kesteritematerials
is of great importance for theunderstanding and rational designof solar cell devices. This paper summarizes
the latest achievements in the investigationof identification andquantificationof intrinsic pointdefects,
compositionalfluctuations, and secondaryphases innon-stoichiometric kesterite-typematerials.

Introduction

Thiswork focuses on structural variations in kesterite-type compound semiconductors, in particular Cu/Zn
disorder and intrinsic point defects, as well as on compositional variations, in particular stoichiometry
deviations in the kesterite-type phase and the segregation of related binary and ternary phases.

This review provides the vital approaches by discussing results and trends concerning intrinsic point defects
and structural disorder, compositionalfluctuations, and secondary phases on amacroscopic andmicroscopic
scale and even on the nano-scale. Various analyticalmethods have been used in these studies.

The review comprises five parts:

A. Crystal structure, structural disorder, and intrinsic point defects in kesterites

B. Raman spectroscopy investigations on kesterites
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C.Homogeneity of kesterites studied by synchrotron-based techniques

D.Homogeneity of kesterites investigated byKelvin probe forcemicroscopy (KPFM)

E. Ellipsometry and band structure of kesterites

A.Crystal structure, structural disorder, and intrinsic point defects in kesterites

1. Introduction

1.1. Crystal structure
The compound semiconductors Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe), Cu2ZnGSe4 (CZGeSe) aswell as the
solid solution series Cu2ZnSn(S, Se)4 (CZTSSe) crystallize in the kesterite-type structure (space group I4) [1–4].
In this type of structure, oneCu occupies the 2a (0, 0, 0) position, with Zn and the remaining Cuordered at 2d
(0,¼,¾) and 2c (0,½,¼) respectively, Sn is located at 2b (0, 0,½) and the anion lies on the 8 g (x, y, z) position
[5] (see figure 1,middle). Due to this cation arrangement, the kesterite-type structure is characterized by
alternating cation layers of Cu-Sn, Cu-Zn, Cu-Sn, Cu-Zn, andCu-Sn at z=0,¼,½,¾ and 1 (figure 1, left).
Because of the small difference between the atomic coordinates x and y of the anion position (x, y, z) (in space
group I4) in CZTS andCZTSe, the anion position in those compoundsmight be describedwith (x, x, z)which
would result in the space group I m42 [1, 2].

1.2. Cu/Zndisorder
InCZTS, CZTSe, CZTSSe aswell as inCZGeSe it has been found experimentally by neutron diffraction, that a
‘Cu/Zn disorder’ occurs in the layers at z=¼and¾ resulting in ZnCu andCuZn anti-sites on theWyckoff
positions 2c and 2d (figure 1, right) [1–4]. Because of this disorder the term ‘disordered kesterite’has arisen [6].
The degree of disorder, which can be expressed by the order parameterQwith
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+ - +
+ + +
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Cu Zn Zn Cu
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depending on the synthesis parameters, especially the annealing temperature [7]. Thefirst hint of a temperature
dependent change in the cation arrangement within the kesterite-type structure was observed in CZTS by in situ
synchrotron x-ray diffraction (XRD) [8]. In this study the lattice parameter a shows a linear increase with
increasing temperature, but for the lattice parameter c a kinkwas observed at about 250 °C. Later on an order–
disorder phase transitionwas proved at 259±10 °C inCZTS [9] and at 200±20 °C inCZTSe [10]. Both
studies are based onRaman spectroscopywhich is an indirectmethod to investigate the order–disorder
transition in a qualitative way. Anomalous XRD studies onCZTSe have shown the order–disorder transition at
203±6 °C [11]. Thismethod allows not only a qualitative but also a quantitative investigation of theCu/Zn
disorder. TheCu/Zn disorder influences the optoelectronic properties like band gap energy [10] and band gap
fluctuations [11].

1.3. Stoichiometry deviations and the off-stoichiometrymodel
The best performing kesterite-based thin film solar cells were obtainedwith amaterial quite different from the
stoichiometric compound, especially with aCu-poor/Zn-rich composition [12]. Such deviations from the
stoichiometric composition lead to the formation of intrinsic point defects (vacancies, anti-sites, and
interstitials) in the compound, which significantly influence the electrical and optical properties of thematerial
[13, 14]. The formation of such defects is driven thermodynamically byminimizing theGibbs free energy of
the crystal.Moreover the formation of secondary phases is highly probable. The correlation between off-
stoichiometry and intrinsic point defects is of great importance for the understanding and rational design of
solar cell devices.

The existence of off-stoichiometric CZTS, CZTSe, CZTSSe, andCZGeSe has been shown in extended and
systematic studies of powder series [3, 4, 15, 16]. These investigations proved the ability of kesterite-type
compounds to tolerate deviations from stoichiometric composition keeping the kesterite-type structure but
showing cation ratios Cu/(Zn+Sn) andZn/Sn lower or higher than 1. The “cation ratio plot” (figure 2) is used
to illustrate the off-stoichiometry in kesterite-typematerials.

The structural flexibility originates from the propensity of the kesterite-type structure to stabilize copper
vacancies, anti-sites, and interstitials. In these compounds, the charge balance is ensured by appropriate
substitutions on the cationic sites. If the oxidation states of cations and anions are retained in off-stoichiometric
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kesterites, only certain substitutions can be envisioned to account for the charge balance in the off-
stoichiometricmaterial. Thus the off-stoichiometric composition corresponds to certain point defects. This
correlation is the basis for the ‘off-stoichiometrymodel,’first proposed by Lafond et al [17]. A summary of the
off-stoichiometry types, referred to as A–L [16], is presented in table 1.

The limits of the structuralflexibility of the kesterite-type structurewere examined inCZTSe [18]. In this
study it was shown that the synthesis of CZTSe powdermaterial with an intended far off-stoichiometric
composition (0.4�Cu/(Zn+Sn)�2.0 and 0.33�Zn/Sn�3) ended up inmuch less off-stoichiometric
kesterite-type phases and co-existing secondary phases. According to this studyCZTSe kesterite-type phases
with an off-stoichiometric composition are alwayswithin the rectangle 0.6�Cu/(Zn+Sn)�1.7 and
0.5�Zn/Sn�1.6.

2.Determination of type of intrinsic point defect and concentration by neutron
diffraction

Elastic coherent neutron scattering (neutron diffraction) allows a non-destructive analysis of the crystal
structure of photovoltaic absorbermaterials like kesterites from the surface deep into the volume of the sample.
With the use of neutrons a differentiation between the electronic similar elements copper and zinc in the crystal
structure is possible. Our systematic studies are based on powder sample series synthesized by solid state
reaction, neutron powder diffractionmeasurements, their Rietveld analysis as well as the application of the
average neutron scattering length analysismethod [19].

The general formulae for the calculation of the average neutron scattering length bj of a crystallographic site j
is as follows:

Figure 1.Unit cell representation of the kesterite-type crystal structure [2], with schematic cuts of the (a), (b) plane (plane
perpendicular to [001]) showing the cation planes at z=0,¼,½,¾, 1 for the ordered kesterite (left) and disordered kesterite (right)
type structures. TheX=S or Se anions are represented by large yellow spheres, cations by smaller spheres (blue-Cu+, red-Sn4+, or
Ge4+, and orange-Zn2+). Reprinted from [2], Copyright © 2011with permission fromElsevier.
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= + +· ·b A b B b V ,j j A j B j

whereA andB are two different cations, bA and bB are the coherent neutron scattering lengths of the cationsA
andB,V represents possible vacancies, and j stands for theWyckoff position. The following equations were
derived for the calculation of the experimental average neutron scattering lengths bj

exp
for amaterial with

kesterite-type structure ( j=2a, 2c, 2d), for example CZTS orCZTSe:
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= =

· ·
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The cation site occupancy values SOFj result from the Rietveld analysis of neutron diffraction data. Based on the
cation distribution according to the off-stoichiometrymodel the kesterite-type compound belongs to, an
average neutron scattering length can be calculated

å= ( )b kj
calc

k
j
model

where ( )k j
model is the fraction of the cation k on the crystallographic site j (2a, 2b, 2c, 2d) and bk is the neutron

scattering length of the cation k. In this calculation two additional requirements have to be taken into account:
(1) each cation site is fully occupied by cations or by cations and vacancies ( + =( )k V 1,j j

model model V stands for
vacancies) and (2) the sumof a cation species in themodel is the cation species amountmeasured bywavelength
dispersive spectroscopy (WDX) in the chemical analysis of the sample

å =( )k k .
j

WDXmodel

Figure 2.Overview of off-stoichiometry types in (a) cation ratio plot; (b)Cu2X-ZnX-IVX2 ternary phase diagram for Cu2ZnIVX4,
where IV=Sn orGe andX=S or Se.
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Table 1.Overview of off-stoichiometry types in kesterite-type Cu2ZnIVX4, where IV=Sn orGe andX=S or Se.

Type Composition Cation substitution reaction Intrinsic point defect Chemical formulae

A Cu-poor, Zn-rich, IV-const. 2Cu+→Zn2+ VCu+ +Zn2
Cu Cu2-2aZn1+aIVX4

B Cu-poor, Zn-rich, IV-poor 2Cu++IV4+→3Zn2+ 2 +Zn2
Cu+ +Zn2

IV Cu2-2bZn1+3bIV1-bX4

C Cu-rich, Zn-poor, IV-rich 3Zn2+→2Cu++IV4+ 2 +Cu Zn+ +IV4
Zn Cu2+2cZn1-3cIV1+cX4

D Cu-rich, Zn-poor, IV-const. Zn2+→2Cu+ +Cu Zn+Cui Cu2+2dZn1-dIVX4

E Cu-poor, Zn-poor, IV-rich 2Cu++Zn2+→IV4+ 2VCu+ +Zn2
IV or +IV4

Cu+VCu+VZn Cu2-2eZn1-eIV1+eX4

F Cu-rich, Zn-rich, IV-poor IV4+→Zn2++2Cu+ +Zn2
IV+2 +Cu i or +Cu IV+ +Cu i+ +Zn2

i Cu2+2fZn1+fIV1-fX4

G Cu-const., Zn-rich, IV-poor IV4+→2Zn2+ +Zn2
IV+ +Zn2

i Cu2Zn1+2gIV1-gX4

H Cu-const., Zn-poor, IV-rich 2Zn2+→IV4+ +IV4
Zn+VZn Cu2Zn1-hIV1+1/2hX4

I Cu-rich, Zn-const., IV-poor IV4+→4Cu+ +Cu IV+3 +Cu i Cu2+4iZnIV1-iX4

J Cu-poor, Zn-const., IV-rich 4Cu+→IV4+ +IV4
Cu+3VCu Cu2-2jZn1-jIV1+1/2jX4

K Cu-rich, Zn/IV=1=const. Zn2++IV4+→6Cu+ +Cu Zn+ +Cu IV+4 +Cu i Cu2+6kZn1-kIV1-kX4

L Cu-poor, Zn/IV=1=const. 6Cu+→Zn2++IV4+ +Zn2
Cu+ +IV4

Cu Cu2-2lZn1+1/3lIV1+1/3lX4
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In order to establish a reasonable cation distributionmodel, the experimental average neutron scattering lengths

bj
exp

and the calculated average neutron scattering lengths bj
calc

are comparedminimizing their difference by

varying the cation fractions ( )k j
model (agreementwithin the experimental error). From the resulting cation

Figure 3. (a)Cu/Zndisorder represented by the concentration of CuZn andZnCu anti-sites (defects/cm
3) in the kesterite-types CZTS,

CZTSe, andCZGeSe according to the cation ratios Cu/(Zn+IV) andZn/IV; (b) total point defect concentration (Cu/Zndisorder
excluded) (defects/cm3) in the kesterite-types CZTS, CZTSe, andCZGeSe according to the cation ratios Cu/(Zn+IV) andZn/IV.
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distribution (( )k j
model) the intrinsic point defects (ant-sites, vacancies) can be concluded. In the case of an excess

of a cation species, i.e., the sumof a cation species distributed at the cation sites exceeds the amount determined
byWDX, interstitials are assumed. The cation distributionmodel for all off-stoichiometric kesterite-type phases
was deduced by thismethod, applying the same principles. In this waywewere able to evaluate experimentally
the off-stoichiometry and intrinsic point defect concentrations aswell as the Cu/Zn disorder in kesterite-type
semiconductors.

An overview of the experimentally observed intrinsic point defects inCZTS, CZTSe, andCZGeSe is
presented infigure 3.Here a distinction ismade betweenCu/Zn disorder (figure 3(a) shows the concentration
of CuZn andZnCu anti-sites causing theCu/Zn disorder) and intrinsic point defects (vacancies, anti-sites,
interstitials) belonging to an off-stoichiometry type (figure 3(b)). The following trends can be observed:

(1) Cu-poor kesterites show less Cu/Zn disorder thanCu-rich kesterites.

(2) The concentration of intrinsic point defects increases with increasing off-stoichiometry.

Figure 4 summarizes the intrinsic cation point defects determined in kesterite-types CZTS, CZTSe, and
CZTGeSewhose cation ratios lie between theA-type andB-type lines in the cation ratio plot, whichmeans they
represent anA-Bmixture. This compositional region is of special interest, because the integral composition of
the absorber layer of best performing kesterite-based thin film solar cells lay in that area. According to the off-
stoichiometrymodel, these kesterites contain copper vacancies VCu, ZnCu, andZnIV (e. g. ZnSn or ZnGe) anti-
sites (see table 1). According to the results obtained by neutron diffraction the dominating point defects in A-B-
typemixtures are copper vacancies andZnCu anti-sites, both exhibiting shallow levels in the band gap [13]. As
suggested in literature [13], these defects could formneutral defect clusters. Additional ZnIV anti-site defects
occur due to the B-type character present in A-Bmixtures. InCZTS andCZTSe this defect is connected to deep

Figure 4.Concentration of intrinsic point defects (defects cm−3) in A-B-type kesterite CZTS, CZTSe, andCZGeSe phases: (a)VCu; (b)
ZnCu; (c)ZnIV. TheZnCu anti-sites shownhere are the off-stoichiometry related defect, not the defect belonging to theCu/Zn
disorder.
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levels in the band gapwhichmay act as traps [13].With increasing off-stoichiometry in the A-B-typemixtures
the concentration of intrinsic point defects increases gradually.

The experimentally determined intrinsic point defect concentrations for different off-stoichiometry CZTS,
CZTSe, andCZGeSe kesterite phases are summarized infigure 5. It is obvious that the observed defect types
agree verywell with the defect types predicted by the off-stoichiometrymodel (table 1). The following
conclusions can be deduced:

(1) Copper vacancies (VCu) exist within theA-B off-stoichiometry area only (A-Boff-stoichiometrymixtures). The
copper vacancy concentrationdecreaseswith increasingB-type fraction in thesemixtures.Kesterite-typephases

Figure 5.Concentration of intrinsic point defects (defects cm−3) in off-stoichiometric kesterite-types CZTS, CZTSe, andCZGeSe.
(a)VCu, (b)ZnCu, (c)ZnIV, (d)Zni, (e)CuIV, (f)Cui, (g)CuZn, (h) IVZnwith IV=Sn orGe, (i) all off-stoichiometry related defects. The
CuZn andZnCu anti-sites belonging to the Cu/Zndisorder are not shownhere.

8
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within theB-Goff-stoichiometry area areCu-poor andZn-rich aswell, but there are no copper vacancies
present.

(2) ZnCu anti-sites (not related to Cu/Zn disorder) occur within the A-B-G off-stoichiometry area, but not in
theCu-poor andZn-richG-F off-stoichiometry area.

(3) ZnIV anti-sites (IV=Ge or Sn) exist mainly in the B-G-F off-stoichiometry area. In A-B off-stoichiometry
mixtures this defect is only in the B-type rich kesterite-type phases present.

(4) CuIV anti-sites (IV=Ge or Sn) occur in the G-F-I-K-D off-stoichiometry area. The highest concentration
is reached in F-I off-stoichiometrymixtures.

(5) Copper interstitials (Cui) exist in Cu-rich kesterite-type phases regardless of whether they are Zn-poor or
Zn-rich (G-F-I-K-L-D-C off-stoichiometry area). The highest concentration is reached for F-I and I-K off-
stoichiometrymixtures.

(6) CuZn anti-sites (not related toCu/Zndisorder) occurwithin theK-Doff-stoichiometry area.

(7) IVZn anti-sites (IV=Ge or Sn) occur only inD-Coff-stoichiometrymixtures.

Comparing the intrinsic point defect concentration in kesterite-type CZTS, CZTSe, andCZGeSe phases
with the same level of off-stoichiometry (see figure 6) then it becomes obvious, that Cu-rich/Zn-rich kesterites
show the highest overall intrinsic point defect concentrations (i.e. vacancies, anti-sites, interstitials as well as
CuZn andZnCu anti-sites caused byCu/Zn disorder). The following trends can be observed:

(1) The concentration of intrinsic point defects (without taking Cu/Zn disorder into account) is higher
in A-B-type off-stoichiometric kesterites than in B-G andG-F-type off-stoichiometric kesterites.

Figure 5. (Continued.)
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In F-I-type off-stoichiometric kesterites the defect concentration increases to higher values then in A-B-
type off-stoichiometric kesterites.

(2) The Cu/Zn disorder is the lowest in kesterites with mainly A-type off-stoichiometry. It increases gradually
fromA-B over B-G andG-F-type off-stoichiometric kesterites and decreases afterward in F-I type kesterites
again.

Figure 6.Point defect concentrations (defects cm−3) in off-stoichiometric kesterite-types CZTS, CZTSe, andCZGeSe in dependence
on cation ratios for a selected area: (a) overall point defects (off-stoichiometry related andCu/Zndisorder related), (b)Cu/Zn
disorder excluded (c) only CuZn andZnCu anti-sites related toCu/Zndisorder.
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3. Conclusions

The systematic investigations by neutron diffraction revealed the structural origin of point defects in off-
stoichiometric CZTS, CZTSe, CZTSSe, andCZGeSe kesterite phases. The correlations between the cation ratios
of CZTS, CZTSe, andCZGeSe kesterite-type phases and occurring intrinsic point defects were clearly
demonstrated. These established relationships which reflect the off-stoichiometrymodel, allow the prediction
of the occurring intrinsic point defect types in kesterites only by chemical composition (cation ratios) of the
kesterite phase.

Further progress in kesterite-based thin filmdevices could be inspired by these correlations showing
dangerous compositional regions, even in the advantageous Cu-poor/Zn-rich range.

B. Raman spectroscopy investigations on kesterites

4. Introduction

First observations of the Raman scattering effect weremade byRaman and his student Krishnan in organic
liquids, and independently by Landsberg andMandelstam in inorganic crystals in 1928 [20, 21]. Since then,
Raman spectroscopy has become one of the leading techniques for the evaluation of vibrational properties in the
materials. The details of Raman scattering theory and technical aspects of the spectroscopywere published in
numerous books (e.g. see [22–25]), starting from the first systematic study performed by Placzek [26]. Raman
scattering is a process caused by the interaction of light with amedium (gas, liquid, or solid), and it is related to
the inelastic scattering of the photons onmolecules or atoms vibrations [22]. In this way all thematerial’s
properties, which influence the vibrational properties, i.e. the phonons (quasiparticle of atoms ormolecule
vibration), can affect the Raman spectra.

The Raman spectrumpresents the intensity of the inelastically scattered radiation from amaterial as a
function of frequency (Raman shift), and for crystallinematerials consists of the individual Lorentzian shaped
peaks (physical representation of Ramanmodes) related to individual phonons. Spectral distribution of the
Raman peak intensity can be expressed in the followingway:

w
p w w

=
G

- + G
( )

( )
( )I

A2

4
, 1

ph
2 2

whereΓ is the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of the Raman peak, related to the phonons lifetime,ωph is
the phonon frequency, andA is an amplitude, correlatedwith the phonons density of states. As Raman spectra
presents a superposition ofmultiple vibrationalmodes, each of which can bemodeled by a Lorentzian shaped
peak, deconvolution of the spectra enables extracting individual peak parameters, which can be directly related
to the vibrational properties of thematerial. Any changes in thematerial properties, will directly affect the
vibrations, i.e. phonons of thematerial, whichwill then be evident in the changes of the Raman spectra. The
vibrational signature of any crystallinematerial is directly defined by the crystal structure, and the number and
type of atoms involved. The crystal structure, i.e. the symmetry of the lattice, determines the type of vibrations
which can be found in a specificmaterial, while the number of atoms in the unit cell will influence the number of
phonons. Finally, the frequency or energy of a phonon is defined by the type of atoms, and thus by the chemical
composition of the crystallinematerial. The later interconnection of the phonon energywith the chemical
composition ismore complex, as being produced through the interatomic bond length and the force constants
related to the bond-stretching forces.

Analysis of the previouslymentionedRaman peak parameters is also useful for determining suitable
measurement conditions, whichwill not lead to damaging of the sample and false interpretations of the spectra.
Taking into account increase in the popularity ofmicro Raman spectroscopy today, one of the critical
measurement parameters became the applied excitation power density. This, being usually∼1 mW, but
concentrated on amicro spot of 1–2 μmdiameter, can reach a power density of∼100 kW cm−2, and have a
direct impact on the Raman spectra [27] (e.g. energy density of solar radiation∼10−4 kW cm−2). Selection of
suitable excitation power density strongly depends on excitationwavelength,materials absorption at this
wavelength, and the samplemorphology (nanosize, thinfilm, or bulk). In the case of semiconductor
compounds, there is a considerable difference in the absorption below and above the band gap of thematerial.
This distinct interaction between the excitation photons and the semiconductormaterial imposes different
measuring conditions, in terms of themaximumexcitation power that can be applied during themeasurements
without sample deterioration. Although the phonon frequency, and as a result the Raman peakswavenumbers,
are independent from the applied excitationwavelength, the difference in the interactionwith excitation
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photons can lead to significant changes in the intensity of different peaks. This ismostly noticeable under the
resonant Raman conditions, which are specified by the selection of the excitationwavelength coupledwith the
optical transitions in semiconductor compounds [22]. Such conditions lead to a significant increase in the
probability of inelastic scattering, and as result, increase in the intensity of Raman peaks. Due to the specific
selection rules of the vibrational spectroscopy [22] and possible different behavior of themodes in resonant
conditions, the increase in the intensity of peaks is not equivalent, resulting in considerably different Raman
spectra in resonant and off-resonant conditions [28]. Finally, after the proper selection of a suitable excitation
power density, a fingerprint Raman spectra of the specific compound at the specific excitationwavelength can be
obtained and used for the subsequent analysis ofmaterials properties.

5. Raman scattering spectra of kesterite-type compounds

Nowadays the term ‘kesterite compounds’ is uniting awide family of the quaternary compoundswith the
chemical formula AI

2B
IICIVX4, where A

I=Cu andAg, BII=Mg,Ca, Cr,Mn, Fe, Co,Ni, Zn, Sr, Cd, Ba, andHg,
CIV=Si, Ge, and Sn, X=S, Se, andTe [29, 30]. Although these compounds belong to different crystal
structure types, have different optical and electrical properties, and their Raman spectra are different,most of
themwere used or proposed as possible absorbers for thinfilm solar cells as pure compounds or as solid
solutions, and similarities can be found through the entire family. This prompts us to cover in the present review
not only the compounds with a strict kesterite-type structure, but to extend it to the all ofmentioned
compounds crystallizing in structures based on tetragonal Bravais lattices (i.e. the tetragonal primitive Bravais
lattice and the tetragonal body centered Bravais lattice). Note that quaternary compounds from thementioned
family, which have different crystal structures, like orthorhombic,monoclinic, and cubic, have also been
obtained by different researchers, but their analysis is outside of the scope of the present review.

5.1. Fingerprint Raman spectra
Themain focus of researchers dealingwith quaternary compounds so far has been devoted to those crystalized
in a crystal structure based on tetragonal Bravais lattices. According to the type of crystal structure they can be
divided into kesterite (space group I4), stannite (space group I m42 ), primitive-mixedCu-Au (PMCA, space

Table 2. Irreducible representation for the zone-center (Γ point) phononmodes andmode classification in quaternary
compounds crystallizing in different tetragonal crystal structures.

Crystal structure Space group Irreducible representation Mode classification

Kesterite I4 [32] Å Å3A 7B 7E Raman Å Å3A 6B 6E

IR Å6B 6E

Acoustic ÅB E

Stannite I m42 [32, 33] Å Å Å Å2A A 2B 5B 7E1 2 1 2 Raman Å Å Å2A 2B 4B 6E1 1 2

IR Å4B 6E2

Acoustic ÅB E2

Silent A2

PMCA P m42 [34] Å Å Å Å2A 2A B 5B 7E1 2 1 2 Raman Å Å Å2A B 4B 6E1 1 2

IR Å4B 6E2

Acoustic ÅB E2

Silent 2A2

Disordered kesterite I m42 [35] Å Å Å Å2A A 2B 5B 7E1 2 1 2 Raman Å Å Å2A 2B 4B 6E1 1 2

IR Å4B 6E2

Acoustic ÅB E2

Silent A2

— P c42 [34] Å Å Å Å3A 5A 5B 7B 14E1 2 1 2 Raman Å Å Å3A 5B 6B 13E1 1 2

IR Å6B 13E2

Acoustic ÅB E2

Silent 5A2

— P421
a Å Å Å Å4A 3A 5B 6B 12E1 2 1 2 Raman Å Å Å4A 5B 5B 11E1 1 2

IR Å5B 11E2

Acoustic ÅB E2

Silent 3A2

— P4 [36] Å Å4A 6B 7E Raman Å Å3A 6B 6E

IR Å6B 6E

Acoustic ÅB E

a This work.
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group P m42 ), disordered kesterite (space group I m42 ), and other nameless types of structures (space groups
P c42 , P421 andP4) [31]. All these types of structures are differentiated by the position of Cu andZn cations and
have different irreducible representations. These are presented in table 2 togetherwith themode classification.

In the case of kesterite-type compounds their vibrational properties have been analyzed in single crystals,
providing information not only about the frequency ofmost of the Ramanmodes, but also about the symmetry
assignments of themodes [32, 37, 38–40]. The latter was obtained either by analysis of the angular dependence of
the intensity of the Raman peaksmeasuredwith different laser polarization configurations [32, 38–40], or by
analyzing the spectra fromdifferent crystal planes [37], which allows assigning themodes symmetry based on
the selection rules and defining the type of structure. Analysis of the single crystal samples combinedwith the
low temperaturemeasurements allowed obtaining precisefingerprint Raman spectra [41]. However, the room
temperaturemeasurements aremore common andwewill discuss further the spectra obtained in these
conditions.

Raman spectra of some kesterite-type compounds are presented infigure 7(a)with the indication of the
position of themost intense characteristic Raman peaks.Here all the spectra weremeasured in non-resonant
conditions and significant similarities in the spectral shapes can be observed. The difference in the spectra is due
to the change in the types of cations, leading to the change in the atomic radius, interatomic bond length, and the
force constants. This will directly influence the energy of the phonons, whichwill lead to a shift of Raman peaks
whilemaintaining the overall spectrumpattern. Taking this into account, a typical Raman spectrumof any
kesterite-type quaternary compound can be predicted [42]. On the other hand, using excitationwavelengths
close to the resonant conditions can have a significant effect on thefingerprint of Raman spectra. This has been
shown in studies wheremultiwavelength excitation conditionswere used, and a comparison of spectra
measured under different excitation energies in the same samplewere presented [43–45]. As an example, the
Raman spectra of CZTS thinfilmsmeasuredwith six different wavelengths are presented infigure 7(b) [43]. The
authors of [43] explained in detail the differences found in the spectra of CZTS kesteritemeasured in resonant
and non-resonant conditions, and showed that resonance conditions can be reached not only in the case of
coupling of the fundamental band gapwith the laser energy (case of 830 nm∼1.49 eV), but also in conditions
when a high energy interband optical transitions are correlatedwith the excitation energy (case of
325 nm∼3.81 eV) [43].

A pure stannite-type structure was found only in the case of quaternaries with certain compositions, such as
Cu2FeSnS4 [46] andCu2CdSn(S,Se)4 [47, 48]. Unfortunately, there are notmany reports on the Raman spectra
of quaternary compoundswith a tetragonal lattice and other than kesterite-type structure, which ismostly due
to difficulties in obtaining a pure phase. Raman spectra of amixture of three structural polymorphswith the
space groups I4, P m42 and P c42 were presented in [34] (seefigure 7(c)). Here the authors observed newRaman
peaks in the spectra of a bulkCZTS sample, and by comparing the data with the first principle calculations
assigned all peaks to different structural polymorphs [34]. Details on the position of intense Raman peaks from

Figure 7. (a) Fingerprint Raman scattering spectra of the single crystals of several kesterite-type compoundsmeasured at room
temperature in non-resonant conditions (Cu2ZnSnSe4 [32], Cu2ZnSnS4 [39], andCu2ZnGeSe4 [32]measuredwith 532 nm laser line;
Cu2ZnGeS4 [40]measuredwith 785 nm laser line). (b)Raman spectra of polycrystalline Cu2ZnSnS4 thinfilmmeasuredwith different
excitationwavelengths with indication of the characteristic peaks. The inset shows the spectrameasured in the 500–1150 cm−1 region
with a 325 nmexcitationwavelength from theCu2ZnSnS4 thin film and a reference ZnS layer. Reprintedwith permission from [43],
with the permission of AIP Publishing. (c)Raman spectra of the prepared bulk crystalline CZTS sample (solid lines) in comparison to
themeasuredRaman spectra of a reference CZTS polycrystalline thin filmwith the kesterite structure (dashed lines). Reproduced
from [34]. Copyright 2017AmericanChemical Society.
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the spectra of various quaternary compoundswith different crystal structuresmeasured under different
excitationwavelengths are shown in table 3.

Besides numerous experimental investigations of the vibrational properties in kesterite and stannite-type
compounds, first principle calculations based on the density-functional theory have been conducted, enabling
the determination of the phonon frequencies and eigenvectors in thesematerials [51–54]. Different approaches
and calculation tools have been used to obtain the phonon density of states andmake an in-depth comparison of
the vibrational properties of different types of quaternary compound structures. In recent years, significant
interest in the cation substitution in kesterite-type compounds, such asCu2ZnGeS4 [40, 41] and

Table 3.MainRaman peaks of quaternary compounds crystallized in tetragonal Bravais lattices.

Compound Solid state Excitation (nm) Raman shifta (cm−1) References

Kesterite-type structure, space group I4

Cu2ZnSnS4 Single crystal 514.5 285, 334, 352 [37]
Single crystal 532 98, 287, 338, 352 [39]
Single crystal 785b 287, 320, 338, 366, 374 [39]
Thin film MWc 287, 302, 338, 347, 366, 374 [43]
Powder 532 288, 338, 368 [47]
Polycrystal 532 98, 288, 338, 347, 355, 365 [49]

Cu2ZnGeS4 Single crystal 785 295, 359, 378 [40]
Single crystal 514.5b 295, 317, 359, 400 [40]

Cu2ZnSnSe4 Single crystal 532 82, 170, 174, 196, 231 [32]
Single crystal 532 79, 172, 196, 230 [38]

Cu2ZnGeSe4 Single crystal 532 94, 176, 180, 206, 269 [32]
Cu2MnSnS4 Thin film 532 277, 319 [50]

Stannite-type structure, space group I m42

Cu2MnSnS4 Powder 514.5 243, 283, 327, 341 [33]
Powder 514.5 92, 285, 327, 348 [42]

Cu2FeSnS4 Powder 514.5 286, 318, 350 [33]
Powder 514.5 285, 318, 352 [46]

Cu2ZnSnS4 Powder 514.5 285, 338, 362 [33]
Cu2CdSnS4 Powder 514.5 279, 329, 356 [33]

Powder 532 282, 332, 351 [47]
Cu2HgSnS4 Powder 514.5 283, 318 [33]
Cu2FeGeS4 Powder 514.5 291, 341, 377 [33]

Powder 514.5 109, 294, 342, 378 [42]
Cu2CoSiS4 Powder 514.5 300, 383 [42]
Cu2MnSnSe4 Powder 514.5 115, 167, 188, 231 [42]
Cu2FeSnSe4 Powder 514.5 105, 157, 175, 220 [42]
Cu2CdSnSe4 Powder 514.5 116, 172, 192, 228 [42]

Powder 488 115, 172, 192, 228 [48]

PMCA-type structure, space group P m42

Cu2ZnSnS4 –
d

— 304, 340 [34]

Disordered kesterite-type structure, space group I m42

Cu2ZnSnS4 Polycrystal 514.5 285, 331, 350 [6]
Cu2ZnSiTe4 Polycrystal 785b 81, 134, 151 [35]

Space group P c42

Cu2ZnSnS4 –
d

— 289, 334, 361 [34]

Space group P4

Cu2FeSnS4 Powder 514.5 218, 284, 321, 400 [36]

a Only intense Raman peakswere selected. Themost intense peaks are highlighted in bold.
b Resonant excitationwavelength.
c Multiwavelength excitation.Here all intense peaks in the spectrameasured under different excitation

wavelength are indicated.
d Theoretically calculated data. No experimental spectra of pure phaseweremeasured.
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Cu2Zn(Sn1−xGex)S4 [55] solid solutions, resulted inmore detailed analysis of their vibrational spectra. In
general, combined experimental and theoretical studies enable amuchmore detailed assignment of the
experimentally observedRaman peaks to the vibrations of the specific atoms. This also allows for a better
understanding of the nature of the changes found inRaman spectra which aremeasured on different samples.

5.2. Influence of the quality of the crystal on theRaman spectra
In terms of the present review, the quality of the crystal of amaterial is defined as any kind of deviation in the
symmetry of the crystal. This includes point defects (vacancies, anti-site defects, interstitial impurities, etc.), and
one- and two-dimensional defects (dislocations, grain boundaries (GBs), etc.) [56]. The effect of the low density
of defects in the Raman spectra is evidenced in the symmetrical peak broadening, which is related to the decrease
in the phonon lifetime. The increase in the defect density leads to appearance of the peak shift togetherwith
asymmetrical broadening, which is caused by the activation of the phonon states outside of the zone-center
Γ-point and a decrease in the phonon correlation length [57]. A further increase in the concentration of the
defect leads to the appearance of Raman peaks with aGaussian shape, in contrast to the Lorentzian shape of the
peaks for thematerials with good crystal quality. TheGaussian shapedRaman peaks indicate a certain random
distribution of the bond lengthwith a preferential value correlated to the position of themaximum intensity of
the Raman peak. Typically Gaussian-like shapedRaman peaks are common in nanometricmaterials [58–60].

The phonon confinementmodel proposed byNemanich et al [61]was applied byDimitrievska et al [57] to
the thinfilms of CZTSwith different annealing times, resulting in an estimation of the phonon correlation
lengths. The low frequency asymmetry of bothAmodes has been interpreted in terms of phonon confinement
effects, while the observed peak shifts were found to result from a balance between the phonon confinement
effects and lattice contraction due to the compressive strain effect [57].

The phonon confinement effectmentioned above is related to the randomdistribution of the defects, while
togetherwith this, a preferential defect positionwas detected in the kesterite-type compounds. Several reports
have shown that there is an equal probability of theCu andZn cations to occupy 2c and 2dWyckoff positions in
certain growth conditions, leading to the appearance of theCu-Zn disorder. An extreme case of this has led to
the observation of a new disordered kesterite-type structure [35, 62]. The equal probability of Cu andZn atoms
of occupying two positions increases the symmetry of the structure, compared to standard ordered kesterites,
and changes the space group to I m42 [35, 62]. Thefirst assumption of the possible influence of disorder to
Raman spectra of kesterite compounds wasmade byGrossberg et al [49] based on evidence in the appearance of
a shoulder close to themost intense peak. Later Valakh et al evaluated this assumption in [6, 63, 64] and a
spectrumpresented infigure 8 from [6] can be considered as afingerprint Raman spectra of disordered kesterite-
type structure. In this spectrum, a dominant peak appears at lowerwavenumbers (331 cm−1) than in ordered

Figure 8.Raman spectra of theCZTS sample from the dark-kesterite (1) and light-disordered kesterite (2) surface regions. Reproduced
from [6].
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kesterite (338 cm−1), and an impressive broadening is evident, which is related to the decrease of the phonons
lifetime due toCu-Zn disorder.

A less pronounced influence of the specific defects on the Raman spectra was analyzed in terms of different
non-stoichiometry types of kesterites [65–68], which assumes the formation of various defect complexes [17].
Here the changes in the relative peak intensity of CZTSewere correlated to changes in the concentration of
different defect complexes [65–68] (see figure 9), although only a qualitative analysis of the defect formation
fromRaman spectra can be performed using the proposedmethodology.

Amethodology based on the analysis of the relative intensity of specific Raman peaks has also been proposed
[69] for the estimation of disorder value in kesterites, andwas later quantified to calculate the disorder parameter
[70]. However, the authors cautioned that the proposed quantification should not be used to determine
disordered parameter values for samples which deviate substantially in composition or preparationmethod
from those used by them [70].

5.3. Solid solutions of kesterites inRaman spectroscopy
Until now the highest efficiency of the solar cells based on kesterite-type compoundswas achieved using solid
solutions, with anion, cation, or both anion-cation substitutions. The theory of the Ramanmodes behavior in
solid solutions is based on themodified random-element-isodisplacementmodel and has been proposed for the
binary compounds [71]. In simple terms, themodel correlates themolarmasses of substituted elements with
their reducedmass [71], which allows predicting for each peak the one or two-mode behavior in the solid
solutions ofmost of binary compounds. Unfortunately, this becomesmuchmore complex in the case of
multinary compounds, andmakes it rather difficult to predict the Raman peak behavior in the case of the
substitution of one of the elements. In amore general way, the behavior of the Ramanmodes can be divided in
threemain types as depicted in the top panels infigure 10. The one-mode behavior is related to the random
distribution of the substituted atoms in solid solutions and is characterized by the shift of the Raman peak in
between two positions of the edge points of solid solutions. The two-mode behavior can be a caused by
formation of the separate clusters or supercells of substituted atoms leading to the appearance of twomodes
related to the vibrations of these clusters. The frequencies of the twomodes tend to approach each other, but
only one of them is seen in the edgemembers of the solid solution. The appearance of a new peak, or three-mode
behavior, is amore complex version of the two-mode behavior, where togetherwith the clusters of substituted
atoms, a cluster or supercell ofmixed atoms is also formed, the common vibration of which leads to the rise of a
newpeak in between the two peaks of the edge compositions.

In the solid solutions of kesterite-type compounds all types ofRamanpeaks behaviorswere found. The one-
modebehaviorwas observed for themost intense peak in themajoriy of kesterite-based solid solutionswith the
substitutionof cations (e.g.Cu2(MnxZn1−x)SnS4 [50], Cu2Zn(Sn1−xGex)Se4 [45, 72]).However, thiswas not a case
for the less intense peaks as shown in [45], forwhich a two-modebehaviorwas observed (see panel (a) infigure 10).
This canbe explainedby assignment of differentmodes to the vibrations ofdifferent atoms.Themost intense peaks
in the kesterite compoundswere assigned to the fully symmetricA symmetrymodes [32, 39, 40], which are related to

Figure 9.Comparison of Raman spectrameasured from samples with compositions corresponding to different defect lines:
(a)A-type, (b)B-type, and (c)C-type. All Raman spectra aremeasuredwith a 532 nmexcitationwavelength. The arrows indicate
changes in the intensity of themodes with the change in the composition in the directions shown on the ternary diagram. Reproduced
from [66].
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the pure anion vibrations [40, 51–54], while the less intense peakswere assigned to the polar B or E symmetry
modes [32, 39, 40], which include the vibration of both cations and anions [40, 51–54]. Taking this into account,
the one-mode behavior is expectedwith the cation substitution in kesterite solid solutions, while the shift of the
A symmetry peaks is related to the change in the distance between anions. The less intense peaks, being directly
related to the cation vibrations, then exhibit the two-mode behavior. Nevertheless, this logicwas broken for the
Cu2Zn(Sn1−xGex)S4 solid solution, where the two-mode behaviorwas also observed for theA symmetrymodes
[45, 73]. The assumption about the difference inmode behaviors between S and Se containing solid solutions
with Sn-Ge substitutionwasmade in [45] andwas based on a substantial difference in themasses of S and Se
anions in comparison to Sn andGe cations.

Atfirst, the two-mode behavior of themost intense Raman peakwas also proposed in the case of
Cu2ZnSn(SxSe1−x)4 solid solutions [74]. However further,more detailed analysis of the Raman peaks allowed
detecting the appearance of newpeaks in theRaman spectra of this solid solution [44, 75]. The authors
performed a detailed analysis of the Raman spectrameasuredwith three different laser lines in numerous thin
film polycrystalline samples, which allowed them to show the unambiguous presence of new peaks in the spectra
of solid solutions (see panel (b) infigure 4 [44]).

Changes observed in the Raman spectra of kesterite solid solutionswere used for the quantification of the
ratio of concentrations of the substituted atoms. Until now, this has been performed for Cu2Zn(Sn1−xGex)Se4
[45], Cu2Zn(Sn1−xGex)Se4 [45], andCu2ZnSn(SxSe1−x)4 [75] solid solutions, and allows estimating the ratio of
substituted elements within an error not exceeding 10%.

5.4.Detection of secondary phases in kesterites
There is a higher probability of the formation of secondary phases in kesterite compounds during the
synthesis process, due to its multinary composition. One of the first applications of Raman spectroscopy for
the detection of secondary phases in kesterites was proposed by Fernandes et al [76, 77], and then developed
by the authors by collecting the spectra ofmost of the possible secondary phases in [78]. Amore detailed
study on the detection of secondary phases yielded the necessity ofmultiwavelength excitation for the fine
detection of secondary phases. This was first proposed by Fontané et al for the ZnS secondary phase in CZTS

Figure 10.Top panels—schematic representation of the Raman peak behavior in solid solutions. Bottompanels—variations of the
frequencies of themost intense Raman peaks of Cu2Zn(Sn1−xGex)Se4 (a) andCu2ZnSn(SxSe1−x)4 (b) solid solutions as a function of
cation and anion compositional ratio, respectively. Reproduced from [45]—(a) and [44]—(b).
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kesterites by using a 325 nm excitationwavelength [79]. This idea was further developed andwas shown that
extremely low quantities of ZnS secondary phases can be detected under UV excitation (325 nm), while the
more conventional green excitation (514.5 or 532 nm) did not allow for clear detection even of themajor ZnS
phase inminor CZTS [80, 81]. On the other hand, the green excitation was found to be sensitive enough for
detection of the Cu2SnS3 secondary phase [80], as well as other binary phases, such as CuxS and SnS2. This
difference in the detection of the secondary phases is strongly related to the so-called Raman efficiency,
which is dependent on the used excitationwavelength. In this framework, the high band gap ZnS being close
to resonant conditions under UV excitation [82] has amuch stronger Raman signal than in the case of the
green excitation wavelength, for which a small scattering of the light is expected. In contrast, Cu2SnS3 or
binary CuxS secondary phases, with a band gap lower than the energy of a green laser, exhibit enough strong
scattering of this light, making it possible to assess even a small amount of the phase.

In the case of the CZTSe compound special attentionwas paid to the detection of a ZnSe secondary phase,
which has a band gap close to the blue region of the spectra [83]. Following this, the blue excitationwavelengths
(442 or 457.9 nm)were proposed as optimum for the evaluation of ZnSe secondary phase inCZTSe [83]. The
other secondary phases, like Cu2SnSe3 and SnSe, were found to be detectable underNIR excitation (785 nm)
[83, 84]. Finally, based on previously published studies and experimental experience the secondary phases of
quaternary kesterite-type compounds with theirmost intense Raman peaks andmost appropriate excitation
wavelengths are listed in the table 4.

Table 4. Secondary phases observed in kesterite-type quaternary
compounds, theirmost intense Raman peaks and the optimum excitation
wavelength for their detection.

Secondary phase

Raman shift

(cm−1)
λexc
a (nm) Referencesb

Cu2ZnSnS4

ZnS 350 325 [79, 80]
Cu2SnS3

c 354, 292d 532 [80]
Cu3SnS4 317 532 [79]
CuxS 475 532 [76]
SnS2 314 532 [80]
Sn2S3 308 532 [76]
SnSc 220, 192, 163 785 [80]
MoS2

e 408 532 [79, 80]

Cu2ZnSnSe4

ZnSe 250 442 [83]
Cu2SnSe3 180 785 [85]
CuxSe 260 532 [77]
SnSe2 314 785 [73]
SnSe 151, 130 785 [73]
MoSe2

e 240 532 [86]

a Excitationwavelengths in the vicinity to the indicated ones also can be

used for optimal phase detection, like 457.9 nm instead of 442 nm, or

514.5 nm instead of 532 nm.
b Some of the references where the specific secondary phasewas detected in

quaternary kesterites.
c Only stablemonoclinic and orthorhombic polymorphs of Cu2SnS3 and

SnS, respectively, were detected until now.
d In the case of the indication ofmultiple peaks all of themhave comparable

intensities.
e Formation ofMoS2 andMoSe2 have been observed on the interface of the

CZTS andCZTSe thinfilm, respectively, with the back contact after the lift-

off, through the substrate with the transparent back contacts or in thin films

with poor compactness of the grains.
*Note that specific secondary phases of kesterite compounds containingGe

have not been observed as of yet.
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6. Assessment of kesterite properties and solar cell performance byRaman spectroscopy

Recently, Raman spectroscopy has become awidely used technique for the confirmation of quaternary phase
formation, as in the case of its application in solar cell devices [84–92], as well as for further fundamental
material analysis [93–100]. The increased popularity of Raman spectroscopy for the assessment of kesterite-type
quaternary compounds, as well as of other inorganicmaterials, ismostly due to the strong increase in the
usability and versatility of Raman systems and low qualification requirements for the general spectra analysis.
The latter includes the possibility of fast and non-destructive assessment of the required phase formation,
crystalline quality, and secondary phase appearance.However, amore complex correlation of the Raman spectra
with other properties of the obtained samples still requires a deep knowledge and understanding of this specific
scattering process.

In the case of kesterite-type compounds amore detailed analysis was performed in previously described
works about Raman polarizationmeasurements on single crystals, assessment of the influence of defects and
phonon confinement, and quantification of the ratio of elements in solid solutions. The possibilities of Raman
spectroscopywere then used for amore complex understanding of the properties of kesterites and formation
mechanisms. For instance, Raman spectroscopy allowed revealing the intermediate formation steps and the
optimal formation temperatures of kesterite compounds [83, 85, 101–106]. Here the authors showed how the
kesterites are formed by starting fromdifferent precursors [101, 102, 104], or the influence ofGe on the
formation steps [85], or how the deposition temperature conditions or thermal treatment could improve the
quality of the kesterite phase [83, 102, 106] (e.g. seefigure 11(a)). In parallel the optimum stack order for
sputtered thin filmswas also analyzed comparing the Raman spectra of different samples [107–109], which
allowed identification of the order leading to the highest crystal quality (see figure 11(b)) or preventing the
formation of secondary phases, as shown in [109].

The combination of Raman spectroscopywith other characterization techniques, like sputtering the sample
with anAr+ beam fromaAuger electron spectroscopy system [79] ormechanical polishing by using a dimple
grinder [110], resulted in the in-depth analysis of the thin films’homogeneity.Measurements of Raman spectra
at different depths after themechanical polishing (see the schematic of the performedmeasurements in
figure 12) allowed the authors to evaluate the secondary phase distributions within the thinfilm and the phase
formation at the back contact interface [110].

Valuable results about the kesterite thinfilm surfaces were obtained by usingmicro [81, 110–113] andmacro
[114, 115]Ramanmappings (e.g. seefigure 13). This allowed understanding the distribution of secondary phases
on the sample surface or in-depth, to propose the best cations ratio, and to detect the changes in thematerials
after the specific local post-deposition treatment [113–115].

Finally, the correlation of the results fromRaman spectroscopywith the optoelectronic properties of
kesterite-based solar cells allowed analyzing the factors limiting the performance of the devices [68, 92, 110, 116].
The assessment of the defects bymeans of Raman spectroscopy resulted in experimental evidence of the effect of
theCu-substitutional defects on the optoelectronic properties, especially on open circuit voltage [116]. Along
this line, interesting results have also been obtained usingRamannon-band gap resonant conditions with

Figure 11. (a)Raman spectra of theCZTSe thinfilms grownby co-evaporation at different substrate temperatures. Reproduced from
[102]. (b)Raman spectra of theCZTS thin films grown byRF-sputtering ofmetallic stack in different orders. Reproduced from [107].
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325 nmexcitation for the assessment of CZTS thinfilms [67, 106]. Under this specific excitationwavelength the
authors showed a clearmodification of the relative intensity of different Ramanpeakswith crystallization time.
This has been attributed to changes in theVCu andZnSn point defect concentrations in the absorber surface
(<20 nm), which have a strong impact on thefinal optoelectronics properties of solar cell devices [106]. On the
other hand, the correlation of Raman spectra changeswith the optoelectronic properties also yielded an
understanding of the effect of small Cu cations substitution byMg inCZTSe-based solar cells [92].

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, Raman spectroscopy has become an impressively powerful tool for the assessment of kesterite-
type compounds, either for a low or high level of analysis. The former includes the possibility of obtaining fast
qualitative results on the quaternary and secondary phase formation, crystal quality, and crystal structure of the
main phase, as well as information on the composition of the solid solution of kesterites. A deeper, high level
analysis requiresmore detailed understanding of this scatteringmechanism. This would allow analysis of the
Raman spectra at different production stages, yielding information about the formationmechanismof the
compounds and the optimumdeposition conditions and post-deposition treatment. An in-depth analysis can
provide information on the defects occurring in the kesterite-type compounds, while themicro andmacro

Figure 12. (a) Schematics of the depth-resolved Ramanmeasurements. (b)Optical images of the beveled surface of the samples. The
locations where the Raman spectrawere taken are indicated. Reproduced from [110].
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mappings yield information on the homogeneity of all thementioned parameters in the surface or in-depth
profile of the obtained layer.

C.Homogeneity of kesterites studied using synchrotron-based techniques

8. Introduction

Kesteritematerials often contain the segregation of related binary and ternary phases, including ZnSe, CuxSe,
SnSex, andCu2SnSe3 or the corresponding sulfides, as discussed already in section 5. Furthermore, it was clearly
shown in section 2 that the kesterites themselves can tolerate significant deviations from the ideal stoichiometry,
thus enabling pronounced compositional variations even for single-phase samples. Both features clearly affect
the electrical and optical properties andmay severely limit the solar cell performance. Therefore, secondary
phases and compositional fluctuations need to be identified and quantified precisely in order to investigate their
impact on thematerial properties and tofind optimized preparation routes that avoid detrimental
inhomogeneity. However, the analysis based on one technique alone can often be ambiguous, and hence,
different complementarymethods are required to obtain a comprehensive picture. Synchrotron-based
techniques such as high-resolution x-ray fluorescence analysis and x-ray absorption spectroscopy present
powerfulmethods to study the composition and phase content of amaterial. They provide both spatially
resolved and integral information and beneficially complement other techniques such as x-ray and neutron
diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, or electronmicroscopy.

9. Compositional homogeneity on the nano- tomicrometer scale

Compositional homogeneity on the nano- tomicrometer scale can be investigated by preparing thin cross-
section lamellas and applying high-resolution x-rayfluorescence spectroscopywith a synchrotron nanobeam
(nanoXRF). In principle, the technique is similar to energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) using a scanning or
transmission electronmicroscope (SEM,TEM).While the spatial resolution is somewhat lower than for EDX,
nanoXRF provides excellent compositional resolution such that subtle fluctuations in the bulk composition and
even compositional variations at GBs and interfaces can be clearly resolved [117, 118]. To investigate an extreme
case of non-stoichiometry, a CZTSe thin filmwith an integral layer composition of Zn/Sn=1.37 andCu/
(Zn+Sn)=0.55was grown by two-stage selenization of a sputteredmetallic Cu-Zn-Sn precursor [119]. A
thin cross-section lamella of approximately 270 nm thickness was prepared from the sample using a focused ion

Figure 13.Mapping of the FWHMof themainCZTSeRaman peak (left), regionA is the high-efficiency region, and region B is a
highly crystalline regionwhere SnSe is detected, as shown in themapping of the SnSe signal (right). Reproduced from [114].
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beam. The nanoXRFmeasurements were performed at station ID16B of the European Synchrotron - ESRF
[120]with a beam spot size of approximately 50 nmand an x-ray energy of 29.34 keV. The latter enables the
excitation of the fluorescence K lines of all elements of interest, including Sn. The lamella wasmoved stepwise
through the beam and a full XRF spectrumwas recorded at every spot.

Plotting the intensity of the different K lines as a function of the beamposition yields the elemental
distributionmaps of Cu, Zn, Sn, and Se shown infigure 14(a) [119]. The Se exhibits a homogeneous intensity
distribution except for some rather large voids within the layer. In contrast, strong intensity variations are
apparent for Cu, Zn, and Sn, where the accumulation of one cation species spatially corresponds to a nearly
complete absence of the other two cation species. The co-localizationwith Se indicates the formation of binary
compounds, namely ZnSe, SnSex, and evenCuxSe asmarked by the black arrows infigure 14(a). Consequently,
all three binary phases are present in the layer and coexist within an area of only a fewmicrometers in size [119].
Nano- tomicrometer-sized secondary phases, in particular ZnSe segregations, were also observed byTEM-EDX
and atomprobe tomography (APT) for CZTSe thin filmswith an overall Zn-rich composition formed by
selenization of co-evaporatedCu-Zn-Sn-Se precursors [121, 122] and for CZTSSe thin films prepared in a
sequential solution-based process [123]. Secondary phase segregations are thus a common feature of non-
stoichiometric kesterite thinfilms andmay occur for a large range of integral layer compositions and growth
techniques.

Apart from its direct impact on the device functionality, the presence of secondary phases further entails that
the composition of the actual kesterite phase deviates from the integral layer composition and that thematerial
may be characterized by structural and electronic defects different than expected. As shown infigure 14(b), the
integral layer composition corresponds to the A-typematerial withCu vacancies VCu andZnCu anti-sites. The
local composition of theCZTSe domainswas determined byfitting the individual XRF spectra and calculating
the cation ratios from the atomic concentrations thus obtained [119]. The results for two line scans, one
horizontally (h) and one vertically (v) as indicated infigure 14(a), are plotted in figure 14(b). Clearly, the local
CZTSe compositions aremarkedly different from the integral layer composition andmostly correspond to a
mixture ofG- and F-typematerial with ZnSn andCuSn anti-sites andZni andCui interstitials.While VCu and
ZnCu associatedwithA-typematerial form shallow acceptor and donor levels, the point defects associatedwith
G- and F-typematerial are predicted to formdeep donor and acceptor levels instead [13]. The integral layer
compositionmay thus not be a reliablemeasure for anticipating the electronic properties of the actual kesterite
material. Furthermore,figure 14(b) demonstrates a significant spread of the local CZTSe compositions on a
submicrometer scale [119]. Variations of the cation ratios on a nano- tomicrometer scale were also observed by
TEM-EDX for solution-grownCZTS single crystals [124] and byAPT forCZTSe thin films formed by
selenization of co-evaporatedCu-Zn-Sn-Se precursors [121]. In conclusion, non-stoichiometric CZTSe and
CZTS thin films frequently exhibit secondary phase segregations, a notable difference between integral layer
composition and actual kesterite composition, and a significant variation of the local CZTSe orCZTS
composition on a nano- tomicrometer scale.

Figure 14. (a)X-rayfluorescence intensitymaps ofCu,Zn, Sn, and Se for aCZTSe thinfilmwith an integral composition of Zn/Sn=
1.37 andCu/(Zn+Sn)=0.55. The color bars are labeled in 103 counts/s. (b)Cation ratio plot showing the integral layer composition
and the local CZTSe compositions determined from the two line scans (h,v) indicated in panel (a). Adapted from [119].
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10. Identification and quantification of secondary phases

Secondary phases can further be identified and quantified using x-ray absorption spectroscopy. To this end, the
x-ray absorption coefficient ismeasured as a function of the x-ray energy around the absorption edge of a
particular element [125]. The so-called x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) depends on the chemical
bonding of the absorbing atoms and on the symmetry of their structural environment. Sulfur anions in
Cu2ZnSnS4 are bound to twoCu, one Zn, and one Sn cation in a tetrahedral configuration. In contrast, S anions
in ZnS are bound to four Zn cations in a tetrahedral configuration and S anions inCuxS or SnSx are bound solely
toCuor Sn cations, respectively, mostly in a tetrahedral or octahedral configuration. Consequently, the XANES
measured at the SK-edge is distinctly different for Cu2ZnSnS4, ZnS, CuxS, and SnSx and can be used to
determine the fraction of each phase in an unknown sample by linear combination analysis of themeasured
spectra [125].

Studies were performed for CZTS thin filmswith integral cation ratios of 1.0�Zn/Sn�3.0 and
1.9�Cu/Sn�3.0 deposited in a single-step co-evaporation process [126–128] andwith integral cation ratios
of 0.8�Zn/Sn�1.6 and 1.7�Cu/Sn�1.8 formed by sulfurization of evaporatedmetallic precursors
[129]. For all co-evaporated thinfilms, the presence of ZnS segregations was observed in Zn-richmaterial
[126–128]. Furthermore, Just et al report that the Zn/Sn ratio of the actual kesterite phase never exceeded 1 and
that all excess Zn formedZnS [127]. In contrast, Siah et al found that the kesterite phase remained significantly
Zn-rich in addition to the presence of ZnS segregations [128]. Zn-rich, Cu-poor films prepared in the sequential
process featured both ZnS and SnS secondary phases and their amount increasedwith increasing deviation from
stoichiometry [129]. In contrast, co-evaporated thinfilmswithCu/Sn>2 containedCuxS segregations, which
hosted all excess Cu such that the Cu/Sn ratio of the actual kesterite phasewas equal to the stoichiometric value
of 2 [127]. Depth-resolved studies applying XANESmeasurements with a varying angle of incidence revealed
that ZnS formed preferably at the top and bottomof co-evaporated CZTS layers while CuxS segregations were
only observed at the top surface [130]. Interestingly, a CZTS layer grown in a sequential process featured
homogeneously distributed ZnS segregations [130], indicating that the presence and distribution of secondary
phases depends on both the integral sample composition and the deposition process. The sensitivity of XANES
to the presence of secondary phaseswas also used to exclude the occurrence of binary segregations and thus to
confirm the single-phase nature of different CZTS thin films [131], nanocrystals [132], and powder [133].

Regarding selenide kesterites, the XANES features of the Se K-edge are less pronounced than those of the S
K-edge due to a lower intrinsic and experimental energy resolution at the SeK-edge [127]. Therefore, the
sensitivity for identifying secondary phases is somewhat reduced compared to sulfide kesterites. Nevertheless,
the amount of ZnSe segregationwas successfully quantified by Just et al for CZTSe thinfilmswith integral Zn/Sn
ratios between 1.0 and 4.0 prepared in a sequential solution-based process [127]. Similar to the results reported
by the same authors for sulfides, all excess Zn in theCZTSe thin filmswas found to formZnSe, and the Zn/Sn
ratio of the actual kesterite phase never significantly exceeded 1.

11. Conclusions

Secondary phase segregations and pronounced compositional variations are typical features of non-
stoichiometric kesteritematerials. Their nature, quantity, and spatial distribution depend on the integral
sample composition as well as the preparation conditions. The lack of compositional and structural
homogeneitymay severely alter the electrical and optical properties and therefore needs to be investigated on
amacroscopic andmicroscopic scale. Synchrotron-based high-resolution x-ray fluorescence analysis and
x-ray absorption spectroscopy provide powerful and unique contributions in addressing this challenge. As
common to all synchrotron-basedmethods, the access is slower and less simple than for laboratory-based
techniques like EDX, Raman spectroscopy, or XRD.However, the following advantages justify the use of
nanoXRF andXANES as complementary techniques of analysis. (i)Although the spatial resolution of
nanoXRF is lower than that of related electronmicroscopymethods (SEM-EDX, TEM-EDX, or wavelength
dispersive x-ray analysis), it provides excellent compositional resolution. Furthermore, it enables the
excitation of fluorescence K lines even for heavier elements such as Sn, which benefits the data analysis since
it reduces the overlap of fluorescence lines from different elements. The same is possible formost TEM
applications but it is usuallymore difficult for SEM setups. In contrast, detection of very light elementsmay
be precluded with nanoXRF if the sample and detector are set up in air rather than in a vacuum chamber. (ii)
Since the investigated length scale amounts to several micrometers, the whole solar cell layer stack including
all interfaces andmultiple grains can be analyzed in one singlemeasurement different to TEM-EDX or APT.
(iii) In comparison to Raman spectroscopy, nanoXRF allows the direct observation of the spatial distribution
of the different elements, thus revealing the number, size, morphology, and localization of secondary phase
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segregation.Moreover, compositionalfluctuations or gradients can be studiedwith submicrometer spatial
resolution. As for any techniquewith high spatial resolution, this is achieved by a trade-off with statistics and the
results typically are of an exemplary nature. Therefore, additionalmethods such as XANES are required, which
do not feature spatial resolution but provide integral properties characterizing a large sample volume. (iv)Using
XANES, the integral secondary phase content of thematerial can not only be identified but also quantified
with a sensitivity and accuracy down to a fewpercent [126, 127, 129], which is difficult to achievewith other
techniques. (v)Based on the extremely local nature of the underlying physical processes, XANES does not
require crystallinity and is sensitive even to nanometer-sized segregations. It can therefore provide information
complementary to that obtainedwith diffraction or Raman spectroscopy. In conclusion, synchrotron-based
techniques such as nanoXRF andXANES yield valuable contributions to the identification and quantification of
secondary phases and compositionalfluctuations in non-stoichiometric kesteritematerials on themacroscopic,
microscopic, and nanoscopic scale.

D.Homogeneity of kesterites investigated byKPFM

12. Introduction toKPFM

12.1.Nano-scalemorphology and surface potential (SP)
Homogeneity of absorbers is a significantly important factor to acquire uniform operation of solar cells and
modules. Kesterite, especially, is a complexmaterial that is susceptible to defects and unexpected phases.
Moreover, the various growth conditions of the precursors have significant impacts on the homogeneity of
the absorbers. Electron beammicroscopy and optical tools are adapted to investigate the nature of the
inhomogeneities of thematerials but they have drawbacks with super nano-scale length scale and little
sensitivity of the surface. For instance, XRD and Raman scattering spectroscopy can be generally used to
characterize the thin-film homogeneity. However, since CZTSe, ZnSe, and CTSe have a similar crystal
structure, it would be difficult to distinguish each phase from the others by XRD. The penetration depth of a
laser light can also decrease the surface sensitivity of the Raman scatteringmethod. In addition, it is not
clearly addressed how the spatial fluctuations of atomic elements, point defects, andmicrostructural
imperfections are critical in terms of length scale. Hence, KPFM can be employed to characterize the
homogeneity of the very surface of the absorber thin films including silicon, chalcopyrite, kesterite, and very
recently hybrid perovskites.

12.2. KPFM formaterial characterization
KPFMmeasures contact potential difference (CPD) between a conductive tip and a sample.When the tip is
brought close to the sample surface, an electrical force is generated between the tip and sample surface, due to the
differences in their Fermi energy levels. Figure 15 shows the energy level diagramof the tip and sample surface
whenjs andjt are different [134]. The amount of applied external bias (Vdc) that nullifies the electrical force due
to theVCPD is equal to thework function difference between the tip and sample; therefore, thework function of
the sample like kesterites can be calculatedwhen the tipwork function is known.

As one of the pioneering works usingKPFM for solar cells studies, Sadewasser et al studiedCGSe thin films
onZnSe(110) andCGSe onMo/glass substrates [135]. KPFMwas employed to show that thework function of a
thinfilm is correlatedwith the crystal growth plane as seen infigure 16. Thework function difference between
the crystal faces is caused by surface dipoles. The crystal orientation of the films is critical to proper band
alignment between theCGSe film and the contacts tomaximize efficiency.

13.Homogeneity and defects

13.1. GBs
In recent years, GBs have become one of themain issues in thin-filmpolycrystalline solar cells. Unlike
chalcopyrite thinfilms, GBs in high-efficiency kesterite thinfilms have recently showndownward SP bending
[137, 138]. Vishwakarma et al reported dark and illuminated surface potentials on the grain boundaries of a
CdS/CZTSe photovoltaic device [136]. Figure 17 shows the SP image for CZTSe recorded under dark and light
conditions reveals an average SP value of−367 and−362 mV, respectively. A higher SP at some of the granular
regions as compared to theGB regionsmay be due to the presence of defects or secondary phases. The regions in
the line profile showing higher SP atGB (upward band bending at GB)mayhave acceptor-type defects (Cu-Zn
anti-sites) or compensated defects, which can be formed at very low energy due to the narrowphase stability
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region of the kesterite phase. The phase inhomogeneity because of defects and secondary phases in absorber
layer, creates band gapfluctuations across the absorber layer, and has been reported to affect the open circuit
voltage or photovoltage of photovoltaic devices. The SP variation in theCZTS (or Se) layer shows downward
band bending at theGBs.Downward band bending has been used to explain the increase inVOC enhancement at
theGBwith respect to grains. A higher photovoltage at theGBwith respect to the grains is observed in general in
all the cells. It is well established and has been reported that CZTSe has properties similar to those of theGBs of
CZTSSe. Synthesis conditions can affect the SP variations.

Figure 18 shows the scanning capacitancemicroscopic data of a ZnO/CZTS sample [139]. This technique is
a protocol used tomeasure the change in the capacitance between the surface and the tip and is similar to that of
KPFM. Figure 18(a) shows the topography of the surface featuring different sized grains and figure 18(b) shows
the dC/dVphase image. The presence of two different phases in the line profile analysis indicates the presence of
different charge species across theGBs and the charge separation along them.One canfind regions of opposite
contrast along theGBs as indicated by the highlighted areas corresponding to the topography infigure 4(a). This
abrupt change in the phase is observed along theGBs and is at the interface of the grain andGB. This implies that
two different charge species are present across theGB. As ZnO covers theCZTS, the positive phase features in the
dC/dVphase image representminority charge carrier species in theCZTS i.e., electrons, whereas the regions
along theGBswhich represent the negative phase are hole abundant. Figure 4(c) shows the line profile analysis
for the distribution of charge species across theGB as indicated by the line E-F in figure 18(b). The negative phase
represented by the blue region corresponds to themajority of charge carriers whereas theminority charge
carriers are represented by the positive phase represented by the red region. The presence of themajority of
charge carriers, i.e. holes, is not noticed along all theGBs but specifically at the interface of the grain andGB. By

Figure 16.KPFMon the surface of a high-band gapCGSe solar cell. (a)Topographic and (b)VCPDmaps of CuGaSe2 grown on cleaved
ZnSe (110) (adapted from [135]).

Figure 15.Electronic energy levels of the sample and atomic forcemicroscope (AFM) tip for three cases: (a) tip and sample are
separated by distance dwith no electrical contact, (b) tip and sample are in electrical contact, and (c) external bias voltage (Vdc) is
applied between the tip and sample.Note that theVCPD in figure 1(b) is not appropriate because the other physical quantities have a
dimension of energy. It would be better towrite eVCPD (adapted from [134]).
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controlling the conditions of the deposition and looking at the SCMphase image one could improve the charge
separation, thereby increasing the efficiency of solar cells based on thesematerials.

Kim et al reported current distribution along theGBs of kesterites prepared by compound andmetal
precursors [140]. Figures 19(a) and (d) show the surface topography of theCZTSSe thin films by compound and
metal-precursor, respectively. Figures 19(b) and (e) show surface currentmaps of themwith an external bias of
1.5 V. The technique is referred to as conductive AFM in order tomeasure current from thematerials.When the
Pt/Ir-coated tipwas in direct contact with the sample surface, the energy bandswould bend bymatching the
Fermi levels of each other. Regarding the barrier potential, the external bias was chosen to be 1.5 V. The line
profiles infigures 19(c) and (f) offer exact values on a lateral scale. According to the topography, the red-dotted
line indicates theGBs on the surface. For theCZTSSe thin film by compound precursor, the surface current was
developed along theGBs.However, the thin film bymetal-precursor has less current at theGBwhile the current
flows in the grains. Due to the SP differences between theGB and intergrain (IG) regions, a scarce current
development at theGBs is evident. Owing to the electrons thatflowed into the IGs and the holes that are held in
theGBs,more of the currentflows into the IGs. These results are quite opposite to those of the authors’ previous
studies, where the current is dominantly formed at theGBs.

13.2. Alkali effects
Yang et al reported beneficial effects of GBswhich have an out-of-phase relation between the valleys of the
topography and the SP in various stacks of kesterites [141]. Xin et al also reported a very interesting result with
Li-doping intoCZTSSe thin filmswith dark and illuminatedKPFMexperiments and enlarged the view of band
over theGBs [142]. It is still an open question as towhether sodium and other alkali elements can play a certain
role in kesterites in terms of the addition of carrier concentration and passivation of point defects like Cu
vacancies or other point defects. Figure 20 depicts the precursor structures of the experiments, and figure 21
describes the surfacemorphology and SP images of the samples.

Figure 17.Topographic SP images in (a) the CZTSe absorber layer, (b)CZTSe/CdS junction thinfilm samples under dark and light
conditions (inset showing band bending). Line profile of the SP and height across lines shown in (a) and (b) represented in (c)CZTSe
and (d)CZTSe+CdS samples, respectively (adapted from [136]).
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13.3. Parasitic phases
Kim et al reported an interesting cross-sectional analysis of kesterite solar cellswithdifferent thicknesses of ZnS
precursor layers [143]. The top spot of theCZTSSe surface,middle spot ofCZTSSe, and the bottomspot of theMo
back contact are shownbyadimplingmethod.Differentwork functiondistributions are shownaccording to the
thickness of theZnS (infigure 22). Thehighest efficiency is achievedby the 337nmfilm in termsof the uniform
work functionpeak in the top spot. The 337nm thickZnS in theCZTSSefilmresults in a uniformwork function
peak at the top depth (pureCZTSSework function∼4.7 eV).Weobtained awork function for the secondary phases
of theZnSe andMoSe2 at themiddle depths. Theunidentifiedwork functionpeaks canbe expected tohave been
formed fromsecondary phase peaks thatmixedwithCZTSSe andwith the secondary phases.

Inserting Si orGe into Sn sites is a way to achieve wide band gapCZTSSe solar cells.Mehta’s group reported
the results of Cu2ZnSiS4 thinfilms [144]. Figures 23(a) and (b) show the surface topography and SP images of the
thinfilm samples. The SP distribution is shown infigure 23(c) as a histogram,which clearly shows twodistinct
peaks. Peakfitting of the above allows deconvolution of the distribution into two peaks, located at−572.9 meV
(GBs) and−585.7 meV (IGs), respectively. In the present case the bias during theKPFMmeasurement is applied
to the sample, and therefore,

F = F +( ) ( )eV5.5 eV , 2s t SP

whereΦs,Φt e, andVSP are thework function of the sample, thework function of the tip, the electronic charge,
and SP, respectively.

The above relation has been used to calculate thework function of IGs andGBs, which are found to be
4.91 and 4.93 eV, respectively. The higher work function at theGBs than at the IGs indicate upward band
bending at theGBs in comparison to the IGs. This is opposite to the reported result on Sn-basedCZTSmaterial
which shows downward band bending at GBs. To study the change in the SP a line profile is drawn across the
grains which provides vital information regarding variations in the SPwith the change in the Z-position (depth

Figure 18. (a)AFM topographic and (b) dC/dVphase images under the SCMmode of a ZnO/CZTS thinfilm on aMo-coated SLG. (c)
Profile analysis corresponding to the E–Fmarked across theGBs from the dC/dVphase image. The presence of two different phases in
the line profile analysis indicates the presence of different charge species across theGBs and the charge separation along it (adapted
from [139]).
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atGB) as the lateral position (X-position) shifts as shown infigure 23(d). The difference in the SP between theGB
and the IG is observed in theCu2ZnSiS4 thin film. The line profile shows an equivalent SP of∼(−593 mV) at
the IGs, with a height of 0.1 μmand a 0.54 μm lateral position and a higher SP of∼(−562 mV) at theGB.
Various studies have identified theGB as the accelerator for photovoltaic performance in polycrystalline CIGS,
CZTS, andCdTe solar cells.

13.4.Device characteristics
To ensure that the topographic features are not affecting theKPFM images, line profiles were taken across the
same pixels on the topographic and SP (in the dark) images of the nanorod and overlaid as shown infigure 24.
Clearly, it can be seen that the topography across the entire length is quite uniform.However, the SP data

Figure 19. Surface topography of (a) the compound-precursor CZTSSe thinfilm and (d) themetal-precursor CZTSSe thinfilm.
Surface currentmaps of (b) the compound-precursor CZTSSe thin-film surface and (e) themetal-precursor CZTSSe thin-film surface
with an external bias of 1.5 V. (c) and (f) are the line profiles of the lateral scale,marked in the topographic and currentmaps. The red
lines indicate theGBs on the surface. The compound-precursor CZTSSe thinfilm has a higher currentmostly along theGBs, while the
metal-precursor CZTSSe thinfilmhas current development in the IGs. As a result, in themetal-precursor CZTSSe thinfilm, the grains
can take the role of a dominant currentflowpath, raising the currentflow area. The green-circled current signalsmay be from shunt
current due to defects (adapted from [140]).

Figure 20.Precursor structures forflexible CZTSSe thin-film solar cells. Precursor structures (a)–(d)were deposited onMo foils, and
precursor structures (e)–(h)were deposited onNaF/Mo foils (adapted from [141]).
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Figure 21. SP characteristics of CZTSSe absorber layers determined usingKPFMmeasurements. SPmaps corresponding to
topographic images, and the yellow and blue regions represent the positive and negative SPs (adapted from [141]).

Figure 22.Thework function distribution according to the spots of theCZTSSe thin films in the depth profiles. (a) 330 nmof ZnS
precursor (6.5%); (b) 337 nmof ZnS precursor (9.1%); and (c) 344 nmof ZnS precursor (7.7%) (adapted from [143]).
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distinctively changes across the nanorod depending onwhether the point lies on theCdS (∼443 mV) or the
CZTS (∼437 mV). The process of assigning these SPs to the twomaterials is explained in detail below.

Figure 25 shows an interesting analysis of the device structures withMoOx layers. The topographic and SP
maps as well as an SP line scan along the dotted linemeasured by cross-sectional KPFMonAu/MoO3/CZTSSe
interfaces are displayed infigure 11(b). For this sample, a Pt/Si/Ti blanket was sputtered prior to cryo-focused
ion beam cross-sectioning. A closer look at the line scan reveals that theMoOx layer’s work function is about
230 meV smaller than theAuwork function. This is in contrast to previous reports that estimated theMoO3

work function to be at least 1 eV larger than that of Au. Besides the substoichiometric nature of this oxide

Figure 23. (a)Topographic and (b) SPmicrographs of a sample obtained byKPFMmeasurements. The SP histogram is shown in (c),
with the peak deconvoluted into two constituent peaks. The section profile obtained from the topographic and SP images along the
sectionsmarked bywhite lines are plotted as a function of the lateral position in (d) (adapted from [144]).

Figure 24.Overlay of line profiles across the length of the nanorod in the SP image in the dark (black line) and the topography (blue
line). The inset shows the positions of both lines on the scans (adapted from [145]).
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(O/Mo<3) and air exposure between the evaporation steps, such lowwork function levels for theMoOx could
be in part due to the significant amount of Au incorporation. According to themeasuredwork functions and
band edge positions, whichweremeasured by femtosecond ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(femtosecond ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy) as shown infigure 25(c).

14. Conclusions

In summary, KPFMhas provided uswith significant information on the homogeneity of kesterite thinfilmswith
nano-scale length resolution and intrinsic/extrinsic electronic characteristics. Bymeasuring theCPD,we are
also able tofigure out thework function in addition to the distribution of varied phases. In reality, the CPD is
possibly indicative of Fermi levels due to doping concentration but it is also sensitive to the phases in kesterites
and related parasitic phases.Moreover, the localfluctuations of the SPmeasured byKPFMare signs of band
bending near SPs orGBs. Thus, KPFM is a very useful tool to elucidate carrier transport in kesterites and other
photovoltaicmaterials.

E. Ellipsometry and band structure of kesterites

15. Introduction

Spectral ellipsometry has beenwidely used for the experimental characterization of themain energy transitions
inCu2Zn(Ge,Sn)(S,Se)4 compounds, and different approaches have been employed to calculate their electronic

Figure 25.Cross-sectional nano-Auger andKPFMmeasurements for the Au/Mo/CZTSSe interface: (a) SEMmicrograph and
elementalmapsmeasured by a nano-Auger on the cross-section (a line scan (dotted line)measured for Cu, Sn,Mo,O, andAu is
shown at the bottom; (b) topographic and SPmapsmeasured byKPFMon the cross-sections (a line scan (dotted line) extracted from
the SPmeasurements is shown at the bottom; (c) estimated band diagram for the interface derived from themeasuredwork function
values (adapted from [146]).
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band structure.Many experimental works have paid considerable attention to the identification of the observed
transitions based on the existing calculations when possible, so itmay beworth gathering the results and
conclusions on this topic to identify some open questions that could require further research to achieve
clarification.

The spectral ellipsometry (SE) technique analyzes the elliptical polarization of a linearly polarized light
after being reflected by a surface (figure 26). The light source can be either a laser or a broad-band source,
the latter requiring amonochromator to select a narrow band of frequencies. The light leaving the
monochromator is passed through a linear polarizer. After reflection from the sample surface, the light
experiences a relative phase shift θ between its s and p polarization components (vertical and horizontal
components, respectively) and becomes elliptically polarized. After analysis of these components, the real
and imaginary parts of the dielectric function can be obtained, and then the refractive index can be
computed.

There are several variations in themethod used to detect the ellipticity of the reflected light. Infigure 26 a
compensator introduces another relative phase shift -θwhich exactly cancels the ellipticity induced by the
reflection, and the light becomes linearly polarized again. This null condition can be easily detected by passing
the light through an analyzer, which consists of another linear polarizer oriented to block out the light after the
compensator.

16. SE and band structure calculations in kesterites

Most of the band structure calculations in the Cu2Zn(Ge,Sn)(S,Se)4 compounds, along the Brillouin zone,
have been performed based on the density-functional theory formalism in combination either with the local
density or generalized gradient approximations [147–153], while others are based on a restricted self-
consistent GW scheme [154]. It is a common result that themaximumof the valence band (MVB) is mainly
formed by the antibonding orbitals from the hybridization of the Cu-d and (S,Se)-p states, while theminimum
of the conduction band (MCB) ismainly formed by the antibonding orbitals from the hybridization of the
(Ge,Sn)-s and (S,Se)-sp states. Themain energy transitions derived from the calculations for several quaternary
compounds are summarized in table 5. These values correspond to transitions at high symmetry points in the
Brillouin zone from the valence band to the conduction band: Eg corresponds to the transition betweenMVB
andMCB at theΓ(G):(0 0 0) point, E1A corresponds to the transition at theN(A):2π/a(½½½) point, and E1B
to the transition at the T(Z): 2π/a(0 0½) point. Other possible transitions have been interpreted byOzaki et al
[150], Choi et al [151], and Li et al [152].

Several features can be observed after these calculations. Some authors [147, 148, 153, 154] have
considered different crystallographic structures in their calculations: kesterite [ ]S G I. .: 4 , stannite
[S G I m. .: 42 ], and primitive-mixed Cu-Au phases (PMCA) [S G P m. .: 42 ], and even a partially disordered
kesterite structure (PD-KS) after Schorr et al [164]. Their calculations show that kesterite and stannite

Figure 26. Schematic of an ellipsometer. P and S denote polarizations parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively.
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structures exhibit a direct band gapwhile an indirect transition should appear in the PMCA structure [154].
In addition, apart from the fact that the kesterite structure possesses the lowest formation energy although
not significantly smaller than the stannite and PMCA structures, and the PD-KS one results in the highest
among the four [147], the band gap value is higher for the kesterite structure [148]. An interesting reason for
that has been given by Chen et al [153] and Botti et al [157]: after their calculations, the band gap energy value
is strongly dependent on the anion position in the lattice, which can be considered an indication of the degree
of hybridization between the Cu-d and (S,Se)-p states. The higher the anion displacement in the lattice, the
larger the bond distance, the weaker the hybridization, the lower theMVB, and thus the higher the gap. The
same interesting fact can also be observed when considering the other two E1A and E1B transitions: they show
higher values for the kesterite structure than for the others.

Considering different anions, S, Se, andTe, Chen et al [153] also observed that heavier atoms result in higher
MVB states because of the shallower atomic levels of the heavy anions, and theMCB shifts to lower energies with
heavier anions due to a higher hybridization of theGe-s and anion-p states, thereby decreasing the gap.Higher
levels in the conduction band can be interpreted from the contribution of (Ge,Sn)-s, Zn-s, and (Ge,Sn)-p states
[165]. It is alsoworthmentioning that Choi et al [154] have observed inCu2ZnGeSe4 calculations the possibility
ofmultiple transitions at energies around 2.5 eV in the kesterite structure compared to the stannite and
PMCAones.

Regarding the effect of compositional deviations from the stoichiometry, althoughChen et al [147] have
indicated that inCu2ZnSnS4 andCu2ZnSnSe4 there is aweak dependence of the band structure on theCu and
Zndistributions in the lattice, the same authors [149] have observed in ulterior Cu2ZnSnS4 calculations that the
CuZn acceptor defect, dominant inCu-rich compounds,may affect theMVB,while the ZnCu donor defect, with
VCu dominant inCu-poor compounds,may influence theMCB, because of their low defect formation energies.
A similar effect has been also pointed out byHirate et al [156] in Cu2ZnSnSe4 about theCuZn acceptor defect,
which pushes theMVBup, while the SnZn donor defect decreases theMCB.

Table 5.Theoretically calculated and experimentally obtained by SE energy transition values for Cu2Zn(Ge,Sn)(S,Se)4 compounds
(superscripts correspond to cited references).

Energy

transition (eV)
Cu2ZnSnS4 Cu2ZnSnSe4

Kesterite

(calc.)
Stannite

(calc.)
Tetragonal

(exp.) Kesterite (calc.)
Stannite

(calc.) Tetragonal (exp.)

Eg 1.50 [147] 1.38 [147] 1.43–1.50 [155] 0.96 [147] 0.82 [147] 1.15 [156]
1.64 [157] 1.27 [157] 1.52–1.58 [158] 1.02 [150, 157] 0.75 [157] 0.93–0.95 [96]

1.53–1.67 [100]
E1A — — 2.86–2.97 [100] 2.2 [150] — 2.598 [156]

2.29–2.31 [96]
E1B — — 4.93–5.02 [100] 2.8 [150] — 3.566 [156]

3.73–3.92 [96]

Energy

transition (eV)
Cu2ZnGeS4 Cu2ZnGeSe4

Kesterite

(calc.)
Stannite

(calc.)
Tetragonal

(exp.)
Kesterite (calc.) Stannite

(calc.)
Tetragonal (exp.)

Eg 2.43 [153] 2.14 [153] 2.13–2.28 [159]a 1.60 [153] 1.32 [153] 1.41 [154, 160]
1.18 [154] 0.96 [154]

E1A 2.99 [153] 2.66 [153] 2.85–2.88 [159]a 2.35 [153] 1.84 [153] 2.46 [154, 160]
E1B 4.10 [153] 3.83 [153] 4.03–4.34 [159]a 3.58 [153] 3.17 [153] 3.67 [154, 160]

Energy

transition (eV)
Cu2Zn(GexSn1−x)S4

[161, 162(x=0,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9,1)
Cu2ZnGe(S,Se)4 [163] 0.8<S/(S+Se)<0.87

Tetragonal (exp.) Tetragonal (exp.)

Eg 1.51–2.25 1.35–1.70

E1A 2.69–3.04 —

E1B 4.01–4.24 —

a Tetragonal structure corresponding to stannite after the authors.
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Complementarily, the energy interband transitions inCu2ZnSnS4 [100, 155, 158, 166–168], Cu2ZnSnSe4
[100, 155], Cu2ZnGeS4 [159] andCu2ZnGeSe4 [160] compounds, as well as their intermediate
pseudoquaternary ones, Cu2Zn(Ge, Sn)S4 [161, 162] andCu2ZnSn(S, Se)4 [163] have been characterized by
means of SE, in either single crystal, polycrystalline, or thin film forms, from the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant. It is interesting to note here that significant efforts are being focused on the analysis of thinfilms
through themodeling of surface roughness, secondary phases, and intermediate layers, with SE emerging as a
potential characterization technique for the confirmation of their presence in the growth process
[158, 163, 167, 168]. The experimentally obtained energy values are presented in table 5. The agreement between
the theoretical predictions and the experimental values is rather satisfactory inmost of the cases, given that the
energy transitions consistently identifiedwith the interband ones after the theoretical calculations forEg,E1A,
andE1B. Only Levcenko et al [100] have indicated the possibility ofE1A also corresponding to a second
conduction band transition at theΓ(G):(0 0 0) point.

Inmany of theseworks slight variations in the band gap value have been observed depending on the
deviations from stoichiometry: inCu2ZnSnS4 andCu2ZnSnSe4 compounds in thin film form, an increase in the
band gapwith theCu/(Zn+Sn) ratio was observed [155], including the intermediate Cu2ZnSn(S, Se)4
compounds [163], probably due to a decrease in theMVB level because of a lower degree of hybridization
between theCu-d and (S, Se)-p states, consistent with the theoretical predictions. However, the opposite effect
was pointed out by Levcenko et al [100] in Cu2ZnSnS4 polycrystals. The same authors [159] observed a decrease
in the Eg value (andE1A andE1B ones)when theGe/Zn ratio is increased inCu2ZnGeS4, because of a lowering of
theMCB,which is also consistent with the band structure calculations.

Considering the intermediate compounds, Garcia-Llamas et al [161] observed an increase in the band gap
energywith theGe/Sn ratio, because of the partial substitution of Sn byGe, and alsowith theCu content, due to
a decrease in theMVB, cases following theVegard law for quaternary compounds. Sengar et al [163] identified
the same increase in the Eg valuewith the S/(S+Se) ratio, which is also expected considering the quaternary
end compounds.

17. Conclusions

In summary, SE has proved to be a powerful characterization technique to identify and confirm to a reasonable
degree the interband energy transitions predicted by theoretical calculations of the electronic band structure
even in complicated compounds as those known as kesterites. SE has the disadvantage of needing strong support
from theoretical calculations to fully interpret the origin of the observed critical points. Further studies on the
possible influence of the Zn, Sn and/orGe cations in the variations of the transition energies, in particular, those
transitions above the fundamental one,might be useful to help in the comprehension of theirmore specific roles
and effects, both experimentally and theoretically, as the optical properties of the absorbermaterials play a very
important role in determining the efficiency of photovoltaic devices.

Discussion

Typical features of kesterite-typematerials are a pronounced off-stoichiometric composition and associated
formation of secondary phases. The correlation between stoichiometry deviations, which can be expressed by
the cation ratios and intrinsic point defects has been established by the off-stoichiometrymodel. Besides the off-
stoichiometry related point defect Cu/Zn disorder (ZnCu andCuZn anti-sites) is always present in kesterite-type
compounds. This lack of compositional and structural homogeneitymay severely alter the electrical and optical
properties of the kesterite-typematerial. Therefore itmust also be noted that an integral thinfilm composition is
not a reliablemeasure for the characterization of highly non-stoichiometric kesterites.

Several analyticalmethodshave been applied to study structural (point defects andCu/Zndisorder) and
compositional homogeneity (off-stoichiometry and secondaryphases)onamacroscopic andmicroscopic scale and
evenon thenano-scale.Diffractionmethods (x-ray andneutrondiffraction)have revealed indetail the structural
origin of point defects in off-stoichiometric kesterites. Synchrotron-basedhigh-resolution x-rayfluorescence analysis
andx-ray absorption spectroscopyprovideunique contributions to the identification andquantificationof secondary
phases and compositionalfluctuations innon-stoichiometric kesteritematerials. Fast qualitative results about
quaternary and secondaryphase formation, crystal quality, and the crystal structure of themainphase canbe
obtainedbyRaman spectroscopy.With adeeper higher level analysis ofRaman spectra at different stages of the thin
filmgrowthprocess, information canbe gained about the formationmechanismof thephases, the optimum
deposition conditions, andpost-deposition treatment.Micro andmacroRamanmappings yield information about
thehomogeneity of all thementionedparameters at the surface or in adepthprofile of the obtainedpolycrystalline
absorber layer. AlsoKPFMprovides significant informationon thehomogeneity of absorber thinfilmswith
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nano-scale length resolution and intrinsic/extrinsic electronic characteristics. Localfluctuations of the SPmeasured
byKPFMare signs of bandbendingnear the surface or theGBs.AdditionallyKPFMis a veryuseful tool to elucidate
carrier transport inkesterite-type andotherphotovoltaicmaterials. Interband energy transitions in kesterites,
predictedby theoretical calculations of the electronic band structure even in such complexquaternary compounds
canbe identifiedby spectroscopic ellipsometry.

Further progress in kesterite-based thin filmdevices could be inspired by the discussed structure-property
relationships opening possibilities for optimized thin film processing.

Current challenges and future prospects

The kesterite-type compound semiconductor CZTSSemay be the counterpart of Cu(In,Ga)Se4 absorber layers
in thinfilm solar cells and the efficiencymay be increased up to 32.2% as theoretically predicted by the Shockley–
Queisser limit. But there are a number of challenges connected to the structural properties and the chemical
homogeneity of thismaterial which have been in the focus of this paper.

(i) A variety of secondary phases are easily and frequently formed throughout the absorber layer. Standard
preparation conditions have to be found that avoid secondary phases, ideally formany different types of
growth processes (sputtered, co-evaporated, solution-based, etc.).

(ii) The local composition of the kesterite-type phase(s) differs from the integral sample composition. Thus the
local composition needs to bemeasured routinely, which is experimentally demanding and time-
consuming.

(iii) The kesterite-type crystal structure can accommodate large deviations from stoichiometry, which is
necessarily accompanied by a large number of different intrinsic point defects. Itmust be determined
unambiguously which of these point defects are detrimental, benign, or even beneficial. Furthermore, thin
film preparation conditions need to be identified, which allow the growth of a thin filmwith a certain
chemical composition to avoid dangerous compositional regions reliably.

Finally the challenges that need to be addressed in order to reach competitive performance levels are the
improvement of the homogeneity of thematerial in the polycrystalline absorber layer as well as a precise control
of the (local and integral) composition of the kesterite phase.
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